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The game is available only for iOS devices, and its name
includes “game” and “ring” because the hub map and the
detail maps shown as the game world are represented as
rings. Players can obtain special items, effect items and special
attribute items, which are required to solve each puzzle or
complete each task, through strong bonds that exist between
the characters, all of which are “rings.” While players can
freely display the ring on their avatar, the effect of the items
can be unlocked through the degrees of affection gained with
other players. ABOUT WIZARD STREET: Wizard Street is a
leading entertainment industry game company that produces
high-quality, innovative games based on augmented reality.
Wizard Street’s most recent game titles include the top-rated
sci-fi tower defense game TOWER GIRLS [App Store Ranking:
#1], the horror/slasher game SCENARIO [App Store Ranking:
#1], the sci-fi adventure game WIZZLE WIZARD [App Store
Ranking: #1], and the horror movie-themed tunnel war game
THE HALLWAY [App Store Ranking: #2]. Wizard Street’s game
technology, “WIZZLE”, was released in October 2016, and is
also available on smartphones. For more information, please
visit Or like us on Facebook at does the shank tendon transfer
work? How many tendons are transferred? The patient’s own
flexor retinaculum is harvested to form the tendon transfer,
which is done in the manner of any other tendon transfer
procedure. The transferred tendons are passed in a “figure of
eight” pattern and the two end tendons are then sutured
together. The Achilles tendon is the most commonly
transferred tendon. If the common tendon from the index
finger is used, then the free end of the tendon is used to form
the graft. If the common tendon from the middle finger is used,
then the appropriate intermetacarpal ligament is transferred.
The index finger flexor, ring finger flexor and first dorsal
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interosseous muscles are the common flexor tendons from
each digit. Do tendons need to be detached? The tendons are
always mobilized during harvesting. They are then
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Features Key:
A Unique Fantasy Setting
A Deep and Epic Story
Massive Content to Explore (Online and Offline)
Original Characters (With a Battle System Unique to Rode
Dynamic and Evolving Game System (Including Character Customizations)

IndustriesTue, 13 Feb 2013 16:24:31 +0000IGN Staff  
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A new fantasy action RPG is on its way — one with its own mythology, and one with an awesome story
and world brimming with depth and mystery. This is Rode (pronounced “row-deen”), a thrill-seeking
hero crafted by Rocksteady Studios who will get whisked away to the Lands Between, a lush and
colourful fantasy world full of adventure.
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